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- Updated article title from Officer Special Assignments – Human Resources (HR) Officer Milestone and Major Command Screening and Qualification
- Updated references
- Para 1, added CLS policy
- Subpara 1a, added CLS screening process
- Subpara 1b, added CLS and major command board membership
- Subpara 1c, added CLS assignment or declination
- Subpara 1d, added CLS slates
- Subpara 1e, added CLS notification
- Subpara 1f, added CLS screening exceptions
- Para 2, added milestone policy
- Subpara 2a, added milestone eligibility
- Subpara 2b, added milestone slate
- Subpara 2c, added milestone notification
- Subpara 2d, added milestone assignment or declination
- Para 3, added CLS and milestone tour lengths
- Para 4, added CLS and milestone credit
- Para 5, added Service school eligibility
- Subpara 5a, added Service school screening
- Subpara 5b, added Service school slate
- Updated forms throughout the article
- Article has been revised throughout and should be reviewed in its entirety.
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